NIMBIN CENTRAL SCHOOL – TEXTILES & DESIGN
ASSESSMENT TASK

Assessment Title: INSIDE DESIGN
Assessment Task No.: 1 Date Due: Term 1 / Week 1

Class: Year 11 (Prelim.HSC) Marks: 40 Weighting: 20%

TASK DESCRIPTION

1) Students are to communicate their understanding of the use of elements and principles of design in apparel through weekly entries in a creative journal.

2) Students are to design and produce a skills project featuring at least one decorative textiles technique with supporting documentation.

OUTCOMES TO BE ASSESSED

| P1.1 | Describes the elements and principles of design and uses them in a variety of applications |
| P1.2 | Identifies the aesthetic and functional requirements and features of a range of textile items. |
| P2.1 | Demonstrates the use of a variety of communication skills, including computer based technology |

CRITERIA

- Creative journal tasks demonstrating interpretation of elements and principles of design 15
- Skills Project demonstrating at least one manufacturing and one decorative technique
  - design communication identifying aesthetic and functional features. 20
  - 5

Student: __________________ Signature: __________________ Date: __________________
Teacher: S Harland Signature: __________________ Date: __________________